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JAYDEN ONG 
WINES

One of the Yarra Valley’s hidden gems, located in the 

burgeoning west-end food and drinks precinct of Healesville, 

Jayden Ong Winery & Cellar Bar is an impressive event 

space. The 600-square-metre venue is a fully operational 

winemaking facility by day, which creates a gorgeous 

backdrop for your next event. A flexible space adapted to 

consider your needs. Winery & Cellar Bar will deliver an 

event that surpasses expectations, whether it’s an intimate 

group of 20 in our BARREL ROOM or an entire winery takeover.

FACILITIES

• Function area and restaurant

• Tailored dining and beverage packages

• Dietary requirements accommodated

• Fully stocked bar

• Functions/ weddings/ groups

• Dedicated events team

• Flexible indoor and outdoor spaces

• Wheelchair access

ACTIVITIES

• Available for seated or standing events

• Seated lunches and dinners

• Cocktail events

• Cellar door featuring 8m long 

limestone bar

• Wine tastings

• Winery tours and experiences

• Food and wine-focused dining 

experiences

• In house Bose sound system  

with iPod dock

• Accommodates 150 guests for  

seated or standing events

• Audio Visual and transport  

can be arranged

ACCESSIBLE TOURISM

DINING / RESTAURANT

CELLAR DOOR

“One of the coolest places in the Yarra Valley to enjoy a glass of wine is  

surprisingly in the centre of Healesville’s industrial estate. Jayden Ong’s Winery  

and Cellar Bar – with its barrel-lined walls and hanging floral installations – 

manages to feel intensely artisanal and considered despite the lack of valley views. 

Ong’s decades in hospitality shine through in the warm, insightful service and the 

concise but informed range of local and international wines on offer. His Moonlit 

Forest and One Block labels sit comfortably alongside Sicilian rosato and Pfalz 

riesling. A hyper-seasonal menu of grilled snacks and produce makes use of the 

outside grill and wood-fire, inspired by afternoons with friends at Ong’s vineyard  

on Mount Toolebewong “   

Christina Kaigg, Gourmet Traveller Wine

VENUE

WINERY

THEME EVENTS
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